Towards a Concept for Actionable Documentation for Cyber-Range Scenarios (Several MAs possible)

- Motivation and Tasks -

The rising frequency of cyber attacks has underscored the critical need for comprehensive cyber security training across various sectors, including companies and government agencies. For example, the Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) in Germany publishes the yearly report "Die Lage der IT-Sicherheit in Deutschland", shedding light on the current state of IT security and emphasizing the need of effective training. One effective method for conducting cyber security training is through the use of Cyber-Ranges, specialized environments that allow to conduct realistic training for security incidents without compromising productive infrastructure. However, the creation of such training scenarios is a complex and expensive task that demands highly specialized knowledge.

To ensure the success of cyber security training programs, it is crucial that all personnel involved deeply understand the procedures and milestones of each training scenario. This includes not only those responsible for building scenarios but also individuals involved in training execution, such as instructors and debriefing personnel. Therefore, easily comprehensible documentation is key - for trainers, but also for trainee-debriefing or potential scenario sharing between Cyber-Ranges. Teaching and learning processes can benefit from using tools that combine different types of resources as text, images or executable code. Drawing inspiration from tools like Jupyter notebooks in data science, the thesis aims to create a concept for actionable documentation that can be universally adopted by different cyber-range platforms. 'Actionable documentation' is thereby refer-
red to as a combination of executable code and continuous text that succinctly describes its function and can be used for learning as well as facilitating scenario orchestration within a Cyber-Range.

In the context of this thesis a concept for actionable documentation for Cyber-Range scenarios is to be developed. The focus is to develop an open approach that can be adopted by different Cyber-Range platforms. The scope is to describe a team-training scenario, wherein the trainers’ side undertakes defensive/offensive actions in a simulated cyber-incident scenario, and trainees are required to respond effectively according to the training’s mission. The concept developed in this thesis will be evaluated through a proof of concept implementation. This implementation will involve the execution of a cyber-attack within a small, simulated network in a Cyber-Range environment.

Key Areas:

- Development of a documentation guideline for Cyber-Range red/blue team scenarios based on cyber attack workflows
- Requirements analysis for orchestrating a training scenario in a fully virtualized Cyber-Range using freely available software
- Integration of the documentation guideline with the orchestration of the training scenario into a generic concept for actionable documentation for Cyber-Ranges, which can be implemented on top of an existing Cyber-Range
- Demonstration of the viability of the concept through implementation in a self-developed Cyber-Range red/blue team training scenario
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